The Smithsonian Institution was once rightly called America’s Attic. While the Smithsonian slides into the role of a theme park...
The American Attic lives on in Minden, Nebraska.

We understand your concerns as an administrator.

The Pioneer Village Museum is a completely fenced campus of 26 different buildings enclosing over 50,000 genuine historical artifacts. The entire mission of the Pioneer Village Foundation is to assist in the education of young and old alike.

Many of the structures at Pioneer Village have been made ADA accessible. A few parts of the collection are on the 2nd floor of some buildings and are therefore inaccessible. Much of what is represented in those inaccessible areas is already represented in more accessible collections on the lower floors.

Privacy rooms can be arranged for students with special needs.

Our goal is to provide your students and staff with a safe and enriching experience at as low a cost as possible. We will make worksheets and faculty guides available to your faculty and sponsors. The Village has picnic tables in the shade so your group may bring sack lunches and snacks!

We look forward to serving your students and staff.

Thousands of artifacts in 26 buildings. Picnic tables for sack lunches.
About 15 minutes south of I-80 on the Highway 10 with plenty of parking.
Motel and Campground next to the Museum for overnight visitors with special rates for tours.
The whole “Step Back in Time” experience can be completed in under 5 hours, but for those who really want to dig-in your visit could extend for days.

Surely deserving to be called “America’s Attic”.
Arrange your tour today (800) 445-4447

manager@pioneervillage.com  www.pioneervillage.org

The Harold Warp Pioneer Village Foundation is a non-profit educational foundation.
Call to book your tour.  (800) 445-4447

It may be helpful to print and fill out this worksheet before calling.

| Name of School: |  |
| Proposed Date for Tour - | (Book Early for best dates) |
| Contact info for School: primary contact name: |  |
| e-mail |  |
| ph ( ) address | City state zip |
| How many? Students - ( ) grade level ( ) |  |
| How many? Teachers - ( ) adult helpers - ( ) bus drivers - ( ) |  |

Will you require any overnight facilities? Ask about special School Group rates for Motel & Campground (campground & motel adjoining)

**Sales tax exemption can only be applied to payments made by the school. Accompanying adults who pay their own way will be subject to Nebraska Sales Tax.**

**Will you have any special needs persons in your tour group? How many? ( ) What, if any, arrangements do we need to discuss? Call for rates: Present pretax School Group rates start at $3.00 per person.**

Book your tour now! (800) 445-4447

People of all ages love Pioneer Village. But children are easily distracted by the nearly unlimited number of interesting exhibits! Who could possibly blame them?

For your students to get the greatest benefit from the **2016 Step Back in Time** program we strongly recommend a minimum of one adult with every group of 10 students. For the sake of the safety of our precious artifacts and your precious students please prepare your adult sponsors to be constantly attentive to their students. Thank you.